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High quality, effective service

and the best supply system –

these are a few of the things that

distinguish the New Construction

Company (NCC) from its

competitors. The company aims

to create an ideal environment

for successful operations with its

partner companies and for that

reason the company offers

original architectural products

equipped with a state-of-the-art

engineering system, the highest

quality service as well as

international security standards.

The NCC is proud of its

activities and the projects it has

implemented in Georgia and

chalks up the company’s

accomplishments to the effective

management jointly carried out

by a foreign and Georgian

managerial team. “We work with

European and Georgian

consultants to perform quality

and attractive modern work.

Based on our experience we can

offer diverse management

options in design and at the same

time in construction, which is

quite rare in Georgia nowadays.

We work hard to be competitive

and a good management system

is the core of a solid business,”

pointed out NCC General

Manager Ercan Gunes.

This is precisely why the

company has developed a

worldwide business management

system and will receive the ISO

9001:2000 certificate, which

represents the frame-convention

in modern business for achieving

commercial goals. To this end,

the company has been

cooperating with the official

representation of TÜV

(Technical Control Association) in

Georgia which carries out

auditing and supervision and

presents awards with a

certificate in the field of

management.  In a few days, the

New Construction Company will

officially receive an ISO

9001:2000 quality certificate in

management, which will

represent one more successful

step by the company to become

a leader in the county’s

construction market.

New Construction Company to
Receive ISO 9001:2000
Certificate

“More than ten thousand

companies have been awarded

the quality certificate nowadays,

which is something that assists in

their promotion and international

recognition. When selecting

business partners, leading

companies in all spheres of the

global economy prefer to

cooperate with organizations

which have an ISO 9001:2000

certificate. We will become the

only company which has such a

certificate in Superstructure

Construction field,” explained the

head of the company and added

that such recognition will help the

company develop its flexibility,

raise its profile, improve relations

with shareholders, and increase

the motivation of company

personnel – all of which are of the

utmost importance for the good

of society.

 The New Construction

Company aspires to become the

leader of in its competitive market

by entirely meeting all its

customers’ requirements and

thus obtaining their trust. The

company’s policy is to constantly

work to raise the quality of its

construction-installment works

and its level of perfection.

New Mechanical

Company

“We started our business with

huge plans, and we have gradually

achieved success. Our goals were

initially oriented mainly towards

providing high quality and meeting

our clients’ requirements. Surveys

carried out by our company prove

that there is currently great

demand for an experienced and

professional approach towards

mechanical systems and it was

precisely this which led us to form

a joint venture with our Turkish

partners, the New Mechanical

Company (NMC), which mainly

works on heating, ventilation and

air fan systems. Our partner is the

company Sim-tes, which has 35

years of experience in various

countries, including Ukraine,

Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, Turkey

and now Georgia,” Gunes

explained.

The Mystery of NCC’

s Success

The company has been

perpetually trying to improve its

quality management system, elevate

the quality of its construction works

and to gain consumer trust through

a client-oriented policy. The

company strives to maintain close

relations with its customers and to

become comprehensively familiar

with their desires and expectations,

as well as to provide them with the

maximum amount of information

about the company’s capabilities

with regard to project

implementation. NCC carefully

considers its clients’ claims and

resolves all problems in the shortest

possible period through the

employment of qualified personnel

for the realization of new projects.

With the goal of improving

productivity, the company

management is committed to

creating a proper working

atmosphere for all its employees.

NCC was established in 2005

to build industrial enterprises, offices

and residential buildings in Georgia.

The New Construction Company has

undertaken construction projects for

the GRDC and TBC Bank from the

very day of its formation. The

company’s team has successfully

carried out several important

projects in Georgia, including the

construction of the new US Embassy

complex. Ercan Gunes was in

charge of that project and after its

completion he decided to join with

NCC.

NCC is a traditional construction

company and not a developer. “Our

plans have been basically oriented

towards carrying out high quality

construction works as well as

meeting clients’ requirements. Any

other step made by the company

stems from that purpose,” added

Gunes.

Another distinguishing feature of

the company is the quality of its work

and its unique manner – something

which is also proven by the ISO

9001:2000 which the company will

be awarded soon.


